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An increasing number of research suggests that the microRNA (miRNA)–

microbiome interaction plays an essential role in host health and diseases.

This bibliometric analysis aimed to identify the status of global scientific output,

research hotspots, and frontiers regarding the study of miRNA–microbiome

interaction over the past decade. We retrieved miRNA–microbiome-related

studies published from 2011 to 2021 from the Web of Science Core Collection

database; the R package bibliometrix was used to analyze bibliometric

indicators, and VOSviewer was used to visualize the field status, hotspots,

and research trends of miRNA–microbiome interplay. In total, 590 articles

and reviews were collected. A visual analysis of the results showed that

significant increase in the number of publications over time. China produced

the most papers, and the United States contributed the highest number of

citations. Shanghai Jiaotong University and the University of California Davis

were the most active institutions in the field. Most publications were published

in the areas of biochemistry and molecular biology. Yu Aiming was the most

prolific writer, as indicated by the h-index andm-index, and Liu Shirong was the

most commonly co-cited author. A paper published in the International Journal

of Molecular Sciences in 2017 had the highest number of citations. The

keywords “expression” and “gut microbiota” appeared most frequently, and

the top three groups of diseases that appeared among keywords were cancer

(colorectal, et al.), inflammatory bowel disease (Crohn’s disease and ulcerative

colitis), and neurological disorders (anxiety, Parkinson’s disease, et al.). This

bibliometric study revealed that most studies have focused on miRNAs (e.g.,

miR-21, miR-155, and miR-146a), gut microbes (e.g., Escherichia coli,

Bifidobacterium, and Fusobacterium nucleatum), and gut bacteria

metabolites (e.g., butyric acid), which have the potential to improve the

diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of diseases. We found that therapeutic

strategies targeting the miRNA–microbiome axis focus on miRNA drugs

produced in vitro; however, some studies suggest that in vivo fermentation

can greatly increase the stability and reduce the degradation of miRNA.

Therefore, this method is worthy of further research.
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1 Introduction

Approximately 100 trillion microbes inhabit the human body

(Peter et al., 2007), and nearly 95% of these microbes colonize the

gastrointestinal tract. These microbes comprise a wide variety of

species, including bacteria, viruses, parasites, and fungi (Kathryn and

James, 2012). The microbiome plays a critical role in human health,

mediating the host’s physiological functions related to nutrition,

barrier function, and immunity (Dai et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2018;

Pang et al., 2018; Viggiano et al., 2015). Because microbiomes are

very adaptable, they are susceptible to many host factors, including

genetics, age, diet, stress, and disease conditions (Horne et al., 2019;

Miro-Blanch and Yanes, 2019).Whenmicrobiome dysbiosis occurs,

the biological balance is broken, provoking host inflammation,

immune disorders, metabolic disorders, and other pathological

conditions (James et al., 2011; Xian-Qian et al., 2018). Recently,

more and more studies have focused on the mechanisms by which

the microbiome influences human health and disease, suggesting

that microRNA (miRNA) could play a critical role in

human–microbiome interactions.

miRNAs are small non-coding RNAs about 22 nucleotides in

length that regulate target gene expression (David, 2004). First

discovered in nematodes, they have since been identified in many

forms of life, including viruses, plants, and animals (Horvitz and

Sulston, 1980; Peter et al., 2008; Weronika et al., 2022). By

binding the 3′ UTR of target genes, miRNAs can inhibit the

process of mRNA translation or accelerate mRNA degradation,

ultimately regulating cell development, proliferation, and

apoptosis (Marc and Nahum, 2012; TX and ME, 2018).

Numerous studies have shown that miRNAs have a role in

the onset and progression of illness, and miRNAs have been

identified as diagnostic biomarkers and therapeutic targets for a

wide range of disorders (Rashid et al., 2020; Pavithra et al., 2021).

Studies in the past several years have uncovered interactions

between miRNAs and the microbiome that modulate host health

and diseases.

In 2011, Dalmasso et al. (2011) discovered nine miRNAs

differently expressed in the ileum and the colon from colonized

mice that were lacking in germ-free mice. Interestingly,

subsequent research has shown that miRNAs generated from

dietary supplements may stimulate host gene expression, hence

influencing the host–microbiota interplay; however, few are

revealed about this process’s mechanism (Gupta et al., 2015;

Yi and Kim, 2021). In 2016, Liu et al. (2016) demonstrated that

host fecal miRNAs may be able to alter bacterial composition by

targeting bacterial genes selectively; this finding was a crucial

milestone in understanding the mechanism of the interaction

between the microbiome and miRNA. Dysregulation of the

symbiosis between the miRNA and the microbiota is linked

with a range of diseaseas, which include inflammatory bowel

disease (IBD), colon cancer, and neurological disorders (Ragusa

et al., 2020; Cao et al., 2021; Casado-Bedmar and Viennois, 2021).

Recently, miRNA–microbiome interplay has become a research

hotspot and the focus of many reviews (Jiayi et al., 2019;

Deepansh et al., 2021), but comprehensive and visual reviews

in this field are limited.

Bibliometric analysis is a statistical method that can be

used for both qualitative and quantitative analysis and the

evaluation of emerging trends in scientific research (Xiuqing

et al., 2021). Despite the rapid growth in

miRNA–microbiome interaction research over the past

decade, no bibliometric analysis has been published in this

field. Using the Web of Science Core Collection (WoSCC)

database, we identified miRNA–microbiome-related studies

published from 2011 to 2021. We used the R package

bibliometrix and VOSviewer to visualize the global

research status, hotspots, and trends in the area of

miRNA–microbiome interaction. Furthermore, we searched

for potential diagnostic biomarkers and therapies for various

diseases, aiming to provide insight into accessible clinical

applications of miRNA–microbiome interplay.

2 Methods

2.1 Data source and search strategy

All of the data were obtained from the WoSCC database,

which includes high-quality scholarly peer-reviewed literature

published worldwide and commonly used in bibliometrics

(Mathew et al., 2008). Considering database renewal,

literature retrieval was conducted on 6 March 2022. The

search terms were “miRNA,” “microRNA,” “miRNAs,”

“microbiome,” “microbial,” “microflora,” “microbiota,”

“probiotic,” “microorganism,” “Saccharomyces,”

“Lactobacillus,”, “Bifidobacterium,” and “E. coli”. The present

analysis was concerned with articles and reviews from 2011 to

2021. Publications irrelevant to the search subject were omitted.

After the removal of duplicates, a text file containing the

remaining 590 analyzed records was downloaded.

2.2 Bibliometric analysis and visualization

In our study, the distribution of countries/regions, years of

publication, and authors were analyzed by using the

bibliometrix package in R (version 4.1.2). The fitting

polynomial model was employed to better demonstrate the

variations in the yearly document quantity. Meanwhile, we used

the following indicators to assess publication quality by authors:
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Publications, citations, h-index (H), and m-index (M) are used

to assess a researcher’s academic contribution and forecast

future scientific breakthroughs (Hirsch, 2005). To evaluate

the quality of Journals, we also obtained the 2021 impact

factor (IF) and JCR division of journals from the WoSCC,

which are often regarded as one of the most important indices

of the quality and influence of medical journals (Ernesto et al.,

2019).

The VOSviewer Version 1.6.18 (Centre for Science and

Technology Studies, Leiden University, Leiden, Netherlands)

was utilized to map bibliometrics, such as co-authorship

analysis of authors/institutions/countries, citation analysis of

documents, co-citation analysis of journals/references, and co-

occurrence analysis of keywords. The following are the

VOSviewer parameters: counting method is full counting;

the minimum number of citations per source is 100;

visualization weights is citations; normalization is association

strength; resolution for clustering is 1.00; the minimum cluster

size is one; minimum line strength is 200; and the maximum

number of lines is 500. Moreover, keywords plus that occurred

more than five times were shown in two visualizations

(network, and density) of the co-occurrence analysis in order

to discover hot topics in the interplay of microRNA and

microbiome.

3 Result

3.1 The trends in global publications

WoSCC was searched for 590 articles relating to the

relationship between microRNA and microbiome published

between 2011 and 2021. From nine publications (1.53%) in

2011 to 142 publications (24.07%) in 2021, the field’s global

publications indicated a robust growth tendency. (Figure 1A).

The logistic regression model created a time curve indicating that

the discipline is now seeing a large increase in the number of

yearly publications. (R2 = 0.9813) (Figure 1B).

3.2 Distribution of countries and
institutions

The contributions of countries to microRNA and

microbiome research were assessed and illustrated by

Bibliometric in a globe map (Figure 2A). 49 countries and

regions in total contributed to publications in this topic.

China contributed the greatest number of publications (189,

32.03%), followed by the United States (182, 30.85%), Italy

(34, 5.76%), Spain (29, 4.92%), and Canada (29, 4.92%)

(Figure 2B). United States studies received the most citations

(5,838), followed by those from China (3,662 citations), France

(1,253 citations), Spain (1,251 citations), and Japan

(860 citations) (Figure 2C). In the co-authorship analysis,

23 countries with more than five publications in the topic

were shown (Figure 3A). The United States topped the list of

five countries with the highest total link strength (92), followed

by China (70), Italy (19), Germany (17), and Australia (13).

There were a total of 1,009 institutions engaged in this area.

Shanghai Jiaotong University and University calif Davis

contributed the greatest number of publications (11, 1.86%),

followed by Huazhong agriculture University (9, 1.53%), Tongji

University, Sun yat-sen University, Zhejiang University, and

Louisiana state University all followed with eight publications.

We examined the co-authorship of 60 institutions with over four

publications. The exclusion of fifteen items that were not

connected revealed the collaborations of 45 institutions

(Figure 3B). Tongji University ranked first among the top five

institutions with the strengthest total link (8), followed by

Shanghai Jiaotong University (7), Sun yat-sen University (7),

Fudan University (7), and Chinese Academy of Science (6).

3.3 Analysis of journals and research areas

590 articles altogether were published in 336 journals. Table 1

lists the 10 most popular journals for studies on microRNA and

microbiome. International Journal of Molecular Sciences

(20 records, 3.39%) had the most publications, followed by

FIGURE 1
Trends of global publications on the topic of miRNA-
microbiome interaction. (A) Annual publication output from
2011 to 2021. (B) Logistic regression model of growth trends in
publications.
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Frontiers in Microbiology (15, 2.54%), Scientific Reports (13,

2.20%), Plos One (10, 1.69%), and Frontiers in Immunology

(10, 1.69%). We investigated 71 journals for all papers co-

cited in more than 100 publications (Figure 4). Table 1 also

displays the top ten cited journals for relevant articles. The

journal with the most citations was Plos One (1,462 citations),

followed by Nature (1,026 citations), Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences (PNAS) (902 citations), Cell (894 citations),

and Science (699 citations). In all, 54 research areas were used to

classify publications. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology was

the field with the highest representation (67, 11.36%), followed by

Microbiology (49, 8.30%), Pharmacology and Pharmacy (44,

7.46%), Gastroenterology and Hepatology (44, 7.46%),

Immunology (36, 6.10%) and Multidisciplinary Sciences (36,

6.10%) (Table 2).

3.4 Analysis of authors

According to the number of publications, Yu AM. was the

most prolific author with 10 publications (1.69% of all

publications), followed by Tu M. J. (8, 1.36%), Lukiw W. J. (7,

1.19%), Guan L. L. (6, 1.02%) and Dalmasso G. (6, 1.02%)

(Figure 5B). According to authors’ citations analysis,

Darfeuille M. A. ranked first (789 citations), followed by

Dalmasso G. (546 citations), Cerrada E. (455 citations), Dieste

A.P. (455 citations), Marmol I. (455 citations), Sanchez-De-

Diego C. (455 citations), and Yoldi, M. J. R. (455 citations)

(Figure 5C). Publications from Yu A.M. earned the highest

h-index (10), followed by that from Tu M. J. (8), Lukiw W.

J. (7), Cryan J. F. (6), Dinan T. G. (6), Garcia F. (6) and Zhang Y.

(6) (Figure 5D). The m-index of publications from Yu AM (1.11)

FIGURE 2
Countries contributing to the study of miRNA-microbiome interaction. (A) Distribution of countries in this area on a global map. The darker the
blue, the more the number of documents produced by the country. (B) The number of publications of the top 15 countries. (C) Total number of
citations of relevant papers from the 15 leading countries.
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was also ranked first, followed by that from Batra N. (1.00), Cryan

JF (1.00), Dinan T.G. (1.00), and Garcia F. (1.00) (Figure 5E).

Moreover, 51 authors that were cited in more than 25 citations

were analyzed. The top five authors with the highest total link

strength were Liu S. R. (1,262), Dalmasso G. (934), Bartel D. P.

(784), Xue X. C. (535), and Zhang L. (504) (Figure 5A).

3.5 Citation and co-citation analysis

According to the analysis of citation, 70 documents

contained more than 50 citations (Figure 6A). The top

10 documents with the most citations are shown in

Table 3. There were 455 citations for “Colorectal

FIGURE 3
VOSviewer’s network analysis of country and institution co-authorship. Thewidth of the lines represents the strength of the connection. (A) The
co-authorship analysis of countries with more than five publications. (B) The co-authorship analysis of institutions with more than four publications.

TABLE 1 Top 10 popular journals and cited journals.

Rank Popular
journals

Records
(n)

2020 impact
factor

2020 JCR
partition

Cited
journals

Citations
(n)

2020 impact
factor

2020 JCR
partition

1 International journal
of molecular sciences

20 5.924 Q1 Plos one 1,462 3.240 Q2

2 Frontiers in
microbiology

15 5.640 Q1 Nature 1,026 49.962 Q1

3 Scientific reports 13 4.380 Q1 Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the
United States of America

902 11.205 Q1

4 Plos one 11 3.240 Q2 Cell 894 41.584 Q1

5 Frontiers in
immunology

10 7.561 Q1 Science 699 47.728 Q1

6 Gastroenterology 8 22.682 Q1 Gastroenterology 619 22.682 Q1

7 Nutrients 8 5.719 Q1 Nucleic acids res 589 16.971 Q1

8 BMC genomics 7 3.969 Q2 Scientific reports 586 4.380 Q1

9 Applied microbiology
and biotechnology

6 4.813 Q1 Gut 505 23.059 Q1

10 Probiotics and
antimicrobial
proteins

6 4.609 Q2 J bio chem 494 5.157 Q2
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Carcinoma: A General Overview and Future Perspectives in

Colorectal Cancer” (Marmol et al., 2017), followed by “A

synonymous variant in IRGM alters a binding site for miR-

196 and causes deregulation of IRGM-dependent xenophagy

in Crohn’s disease” (Brest et al., 2011), with 403 citations. The

article with the third-highest amount of citations was “Human

FIGURE 4
VOSviewer’s network analysis of co-cited journals with more than 50 publications. The node size represents the number of journal papers. The
larger the node, the more journal papers.

TABLE 2 Top ten well-represented research areas.

Rank Research areas Records (n) % (of 590)

1 Biochemistry and molecular biology 67 11.36

2 Micobiology 49 8.30

3 Pharmacology and pharmacy 44 7.46

4 Gastroenterology and hepatology 44 7.46

5 Immunology 36 6.10

6 Multidisciplinary sciences 36 6.10

7 Genetics and heredity 34 5.76

8 Cell biology 28 4.75

9 Oncology 28 4.75

10 Medicine, research, and experimental 24 4.07
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Mesenchymal Stem Cell Microvesicles for Treatment of E. coli

Endotoxin-Induced Acute Lung Injury in Mice” (Zhu et al.,

2014), with 403 citations too. In addition, we analyzed

27 references that were co-cited in excess of 20 times

(Figure 6B). And the top three references with the largest

number of citations were published by Liu S. R., (2016, Cell

Host and Microbe; 106 citations), Bartel D. P., (2004, Cell;

53 citations), and Dalmasso G., (2011, Plos One; 53 citations).

FIGURE 5
Analysis of authors focus onmiRNA-microbiome interaction research. (A) VOSviewer’s network analysis of authors’ co-citation with more than
25 citations by VOSviewer. (B) Top 15 authors in the number of publications. (C) Top 15 authors in total citations. (D) Top 15 authors in h-index of
publications. (E) Top 15 authors in m-index of publication.
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3.6 Co-occurrence and cluster analysis of
keywords

A total of 195 keywords that were discovered to have

appeared more than five times were analyzed (Figure 7A). The

five keywords with the highest frequency were expression

(151 occurrences), gut microbiota (99), E. coli (68), gene

expression (65), and microRNAs (61). Table 4 list the top

twenty keywords with the highest frequency. Finally,

according to the specific algorithm, they gathered into

seven effective clusters corresponding to different colors.

(Figure 7B).

FIGURE 6
(A) VOSviewer’s network analysis of documents’ citation with more than 50 citations. (B) VOSviewer’s network analysis of references’ co-
citation with more than 20 citations.

TABLE 3 Top ten citation analysis of documents on miRNA-microbiome interaction research.

Rank Title First author/
year

Source Citations

1 Colorectal carcinoma: A general overview and future perspectives in
colorectal cancer

Marmol L./2017 International journal of molecular sciences 455

2 A synonymous variant in IRGM alters a binding site for miR-196 and
causes deregulation of IRGM-dependent xenophagy in Crohn’s disease

Brest, P./2011 Nature genetics 403

3 Human mesenchymal stem cell microvesicles for treatment of E. coli
endotoxin-induced acute lung injury in mice

Zhu, Y. G./2014 Stem cells 403

4 The host shapes the gut microbiota via fecal microRNA Liu, S. R./2016 Cell host and microbe 342

5 F. nucleatum increases proliferation of colorectal cancer cells and tumor
development in mice by activating toll-like receptor 4 signaling to nuclear
factor-kappa B, and upregulating expression of microRNA-21

Yang, Y. Z./2017 Gastroenterology 290

6 Bacterial genotoxin colibactin promotes colon tumour growth by
inducing a senescence-associated secretory phenotype

Cougnoux, A./
2014

Gut 213

7 Gut microbiota metabolism of anthocyanin promotes reverse cholesterol
transport in mice via Repressing miRNA-10b

Wang, D. L./2012 Circulation research 192

8 Genome-wide antisense transcription drives mRNA processing in
bacteria

Lasa, I./2011 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of
the United States of America

174

9 Mother’s milk: A purposeful contribution to the development of the
infant microbiota and immunity

Le Doare, K./
2018

Frontiers in immunology 171

10 New insights into oxidative stress and inflammation during diabetes
mellitus-accelerated atherosclerosis

Yuan, T./2019 Redox biology 161
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FIGURE 7
Keyword co-occurrence and cluster analysis. (A) VOSviewer’s network analysis of keywords. Distribution of keywords according to the mean
frequency of appearance. (B) The clustering map based on occurrence analysis was divided into seven parts.
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TABLE 4 Top twenty occurrence analysis of keywords on miRNA-microbiome interaction research.

Rank Keyword Frequency Total link strength Rank Keyword Frequency Total link strength

1 Expression 151 642 11 Identification 35 151

2 Gut microbiota 99 398 12 Inflammatory-bowel-disease 33 150

3 E. coli 68 264 13 Ulcerative-colitis 30 139

4 Gene expression 65 256 14 Colorectal cancer 26 128

5 MicroRNAs 61 276 15 Biomarkers 25 125

6 Cells 43 201 16 Nf-kappa-b 25 116

7 Activation 41 198 17 Proliferation 24 122

8 Inflammation 40 184 18 Epithelial-cells 22 104

9 Cancer 37 186 19 Mice 22 102

10 Disease 36 146 20 Association 21 106

FIGURE 8
The mechanisms of interplay between miRNA and the microbiome. (A) Host-derived miRNA influences microbiota. Mature miRNAs from
intestinal epithelial cells can enter microbiota in the form of fecal miRNA or exosomal miRNA. By regulating gene transcription in microbiota, miRNA
affects microbial growth, thereby shaping the microbiota. (B) Microbiota influences host miRNA. Microbiota and microbiota-derived metabolites
regulate miRNA expression, possibly through toll-like receptor/Myd88-dependent pathways. Moreover, microbiota-derived extracellular
vesicle can modulate gut barrier function and the immune response directly.
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4 Discussion

4.1 General trends

This study used bibliometric analysis and network

visualization to conduct a comprehensive review of research

progress on the interaction between miRNA and the

microbiome, identifying hot topics within this field and

predicting potential directions for future research.

590 articles and reviews spanning 2011–2021 were retrieved.

The polynomial-fitting curve showed an overall upward trend for

the number of annual publications; 79% of all identified

contributions were published in the latter half of the study

period. Furthermore, 142 studies were published in 2021, and

the curve predicted that more than 200 studies will be published

in 2023; this indicates strong growth in the annual publication

output in the field.

A visual examination of the distribution of countries and

institutions revealed that the United States contributed the

largest number of citations and had the greatest number of

co-authors, indicating that the United States is the epicenter

of research on the interplay between miRNA and the

microbiome. China had the greatest number of publications

and the second-most citations, indicating that China has

made a significant impact on the field. Moreover, China and

the United States had strong cooperative relations. Shanghai

Jiaotong University and the University of California Davis were

the most productive institutions, and they focused on producing

miRNA pharmaceuticals for cancer treatment by in vivo

fermentation and identifying the mechanism of

miRNA–microbiome interaction (Wang et al., 2015; Yang

et al., 2017; Ho et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2020). A paper

published in the International Journal of Molecular Sciences

had the highest number of citations, and this journal also had

the highest number of records. The journals with the highest

number of records and citations may be prioritized when

researchers read and publish articles on miRNA–microbiome

interactions, suggesting that the International Journal of

Molecular Sciences played a key role in the field. The fields of

biochemistry and molecular biology were the most represented

regarding miRNA–microbiome research, and these fields are

developing rapidly. This will likely enhance research related to

miRNA–microbiome interactions.

4.2 Influential authors and studies

The h-index was used to assess the scientific research output

and citation effect of researchers, while the m-index was intended

to ease comparisons across researchers with varied academic

careers. Yu A. M et al. (2019) had the largest number of

publications and was the top-ranked author according to the

h-index and m-index, indicating that he was a leader in terms of

academic influence in the area of miRNA–microbiome research.

Yu et al. (2020) have focused on developing novel approaches for

the efficient production of non-coding RNAs using in vivo

fermentation for targeted cancer treatment. They produced

hsa-mir-27b, miR-27b-3p, and miR-328-3p in E. coli using

recombinant RNA technology, providing a basis for future

research on novel pharmaceuticals based on miRNA produced

via in vivo fermentation. Liu et al. (2016) had the largest number

of co-citations, indicating that he has played a pioneering role in

miRNA–microbiome research. He identified that fecal miRNA

from the host could enter the bacteria, affecting bacteria gene

transcription and growth. Furthermore, Liu et al. (2019) revealed

that fecal miRNA transplantation might aid in the restoration of

gut microbiota and thus may be applied for clinical therapeutic.

Darfeuille M. A. had the highest number of citations (789) and

focused on susceptibility genes associated with autophagy in the

etiology of Crohn’s disease and their intricate interaction with the

gut microbiota (Brest et al., 2011; Lapaquette et al., 2012). These

articles suggest that miRNAs and gut microbiota are likely to

become physiological or pathological diagnostic markers for

intestinal diseases in clinical practice.

We identified 70 documents with more than 50 citations. The

records with the three highest numbers of citations focused on

the effects of miRNA–microbiome interplay on different

diseases. The authors of these papers observed that

miRNA–microbiome interactions impacted the regulation of

host gene expression involved in colorectal cancer, IBD, and

acute lung injury through several mechanisms, including

downregulation of autophagy-related proteins, suppression of

inflammatory cytokine and chemokine secretion, and alteration

of the abundance of microbiome metabolites. The reference with

the most co-citations was published by Liu et al. (2016) in Cell

Host & Microbe. The authors demonstrated that gut-derived

miRNAs were involved in bidirectional interspecies gene

regulation that contributed to the makeup of gut microbiota.

In recent years, the references with the highest citation

frequencies have focused on gene engineering (Yuan et al.,

2018), targeted therapy (Rajesha and Frank, 2017), and

tumors (Hu et al., 2015). The groundbreaking findings of the

top authors and studies in the field of miRNA–microbiome

interplay indicate that research has made several

breakthroughs in the diagnosis and treatment of cancer by

elucidating the mechanisms of miRNA–microbiome

interactions.

4.3 Hotspots and frontiers

Keywords can be used to present and summarize the central

argument and core content of the literature. This study used

keyword co-occurrence analysis to explore the distribution and

development of research hotspots in the field (Jie et al., 2021).

The keywords that appeared more than 20 times, including
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“miRNA” and “gut microbiota,” are shown in Table 4. A

clustering analysis was performed on the basis of keyword co-

occurrence analysis to create a clustering map, which was divided

into the following areas: physiological function (gene expression,

autophagy, and apoptosis), diseases (cancer, IBD, et al.), and

pharmacology (probiotic, in vivo, and E. coli).

4.3.1 miRNA–microbiome interaction in
regulating host gene expression

Studies have shown that miRNAs are implicated in

microbiota-mediated control of host gene expression (Mody

et al., 2021). Dalmasso and his team identified nine miRNAs

in the ileum and colon of colonized mice that were expressed

differently from those found in germ-free mice (Dalmasso et al.,

2011). Experiments In vitro indicated that the downregulation of

one of these miRNAs, mmu-miR-665, upregulated the

expression of the target gene Abcc3 during colonization,

suggesting that miRNA may be implicated in gut microbiota-

regulated changes in host gene expression (Dalmasso et al.,

2011). Other studies have found that the gut microbiota can

modulate host immune responses via miRNAs. For example,

bacteria were shown to inhibit the production of miR-10a in

dendritic cells through TLR–TLR ligand interactions mediated

by a MyD88-dependent mechanism (Xue et al., 2011). miR-155,

which is involved in TLR activation via bacteria-derived

lipopolysaccharides, was shown to activate tumor necrosis

factor (TNF)-α and interleukin (IL)-6 and regulate suppressor

of cytokine signaling 1 (SOCS1) on dendritic cells, thus playing a

role in adaptive immune responses (Esmerina et al., 2007; Naqvi

et al., 2014). In addition, bacteria can secrete extracellular vesicles

that carry extracellular miRNAs; these vesicles participate in

intercellular communication to reach remote target cells (Yu

S. R et al., 2019; Badi et al., 2020; Stanton, 2021). For example, the

probiotic E. coli Nissle 1917 strain produces outer-membrane

vesicles that control the expression of the ZO-1 and ZO-2 tight

junction proteins, enhancing intestinal immune regulation and

barrier function (Veltman et al., 2012; Sabharwal et al., 2016).

Conversely, host miRNA may also regulate gut microbiota

colonization and gene expression. In 2016, Liu et al. (2016)

reported that fecal miRNAs may influence the composition of

the gut microbiota. First, they used 16sRNA sequencing to

identify the fecal bacteria of wild-type mice and Dicer1ΔIEC
mice, which revealed substantial variations between the two

groups in the species and abundance of the fecal bacteria.

Subsequent in vitro studies found that miR-515-5p and miR-

1226-5p promoted the growth of F. nucleatum and E. coli,

respectively, demonstrating that miRNAs directly affect

bacterial growth. Further investigation revealed that fecal

miRNA could affect intestinal microorganisms. The fecal

miRNA of wild-type mice was extracted and transplanted into

intestinal epithelial cell (IEC) miRNA-deficient (Dicer1ΔIEC)
mice, which exhibit dysfunctional gut microbiota (Moloney et al.,

2018; Lei et al., 2019; Bi et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2021).

Interestingly, the gut microbiome of Dicer1ΔIEC mice was

restored after transplantation, with species composition and

abundance similar to those of the microbiome of wild-type

mice (Monaghan et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Therefore,

fecal miRNA transplantation appears to have therapeutic

potential. In addition, recent findings have demonstrated that

host-secreted miRNAs could regulate gene transcripts in bacteria

(such as F. nucleatum and E. coli) and affect their growth,

supporting the above research results. Figure 8 showed the

mechanisms of interplay between miRNA and the

microbiome (Liu et al., 2016; Yun et al., 2018; Santos et al.,

2020). In brief, these studies demonstrate that bidirectional

modulation between the gut microbiota and miRNAs

regulates host gene expression through various

pathophysiologic pathways and microbiome-derived

metabolites (Table 5).

4.3.2 Interplay between miRNA and the
microbiome in diseases
4.3.2.1 Colorectal cancer

Colorectal cancer (CRC) ranks as the third-leading cause of

cancer-related death worldwide and represents approximately

10% of all tumors every year (Marmol et al., 2017). Multiple

studies have established that an imbalance in the gut microbiota

contributes to tumor cells invasion and metastasis (Tania et al.,

2020; Jaeho and Heung, 2021) and that miRNAs can intervene in

the genesis of CRC by mediating the microbiome (He et al., 2017;

Yuan and Subramanian, 2019; Peruhova et al., 2020). Patients

with early-stage CRC showed a significant increase in F.

nucleatum, Bacteroides fragilis, E. coli, and Enterococcus

faecalis, accompanied by increased levels of inflammatory

factors and macrophage inflammatory protein 3A (MIP3A) in

the serum (Aleksandar et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2018).

Additionally, miR-20a, miR-21, miR-96, miR-182, miR-183,

and miR-7974 were dramatically overexpressed in cancerous

tissues, suggesting that cancer-specific miRNAs are modulated

in the early stages of the disease (Yuan et al., 2018). Recently, F.

nucleatum was found to upregulate the expression of miR-21,

initiating TLR4–MyD88 activation and augmenting CRC cell

proliferation (Yang et al., 2017). In addition, the gut microbiota

plays a critical role in the regulation of cancer metastasis through

the IL11/circular RNA/miRNA/SOX9 axis (Zhu et al., 2020).

Thus, miRNA–microbiome interaction plays a critical role in

CRC development, and F. nucleatummiR-21 is suggested to be a

promising diagnostic and prognostic biomarker for CRC.

Further research found that both endogenous and exogenous

miR-139-5p may limit the proliferation of F. nucleatum-related

CRC by provoking tumor-specific proteins, such as c-Myc and

cyclin D1 (Zhao et al., 2020), demonstrating the potential

therapeutic value of endogenous or exogenous miRNA in

CRC. Furthermore, diet and metabolism, which affect the gut

microbiota composition, also impact the development of CRC

disease (Rajoka et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021). Butyrate, a
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bacterial-derived metabolite, can reduce the expression levels of

miR-92a, consequently inhibiting the proliferation of colon

cancer cells and stimulating apoptosis (Hu et al., 2015; Ali

et al., 2021). Together, these results indicate new diagnostic

and prognostic biomarkers, and therapeutic targets for CRC

patients.

4.3.2.2 Inflammatory bowel disease

IBD is a term used to describe chronic inflammatory

disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, including Crohn’s

disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). Recently, a growing

body of evidence has suggested that inflammation is connected to

the overexpression of miRNA-21, which is positively correlated

with histologically assessed disease severity (Dai et al., 2015;

Mallet et al., 2021; Mikkel et al., 2021; Nivedita et al., 2022;

Xiaoran et al., 2022). Moreover, Johnston et al. used 16s rRNA

sequencing analysis to confirm altered microbial composition in

miR-21−/− colitis model mice, including an increase in the

number of Firmicutes and a decrease in the number of the

phylum Bacteroidetes (Johnston et al., 2018). This suggests

that miR-21 affects the etiology of intestinal inflammation by

altering intestinal microbiota composition (Joana et al., 2018).

In patients with IBD, the expression of miR-10a is negatively

regulated by microbiome via a MyD88-dependent pathway,

promoting intestinal homeostasis (Xue et al., 2011). Other

inflammatory pathways have also been reported in the past

decade. IBD-associated adherent invasive E. coli (AIEC) has

been linked to IBD pathology as a cause or contributing

factor (Carolina et al., 2017). AIEC-induced IBD upregulated

the levels of miR-30C and miR-130A by activating the NF-kb

pathway, reducing the expression of proteins related to

autophagy (Larabi et al., 2020). Moreover, the miRNA let-7b

was found to effectively reduce proinflammatory cytokines in

AIEC-infected mice by regulating TLR-4 expression, suggesting

that let-7b is a prospective therapeutic target for IBD, especially

AIEC-induced IBD (Guo et al., 2018). Recently, exosomal miR-

181a frommesenchymal stem cells was demonstrated to alleviate

inflammation and promote intestinal barrier function by

decreasing TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1β, IL-17, and IL-18 levels;

increasing claudin-1 and ZO-1 levels; and affecting the gut

microbiota (Gu et al., 2021). This indicates that miR-181a

may exhibit the potential to treat dysfunction of the intestinal

mucosal barrier.

In addition, the probiotics Lactobacillus fermentum,

Lactobacillus salivarius, and E. coli Nissle 1917 were shown to

modulate miRNAs (miR-143, miR-150, miR-155, miR-223, and

miR-375) in a colitis mouse model and reverse the disruption of

the intestinal immune barrier (Rodriguez-Nogales et al., 2017;

Rodriguez-Nogales et al., 2018a; Rodriguez-Nogales et al.,

2018b). Thus, miRNA–microbiome interactions hold potential

for effective diagnostic, preventive, and therapeutic methods

in IBD.

4.3.2.3 Neurological disorders

Gut microbes are key signaling components in the

bidirectional communication between the gut and the brain

(Emeran et al., 2015). Recent research described the critical

roles of miRNAs in regulating gut–brain axis functions

TABLE 5 MicroRNA-microbiota interaction in host pathophysiology.

Microbiota/
miRNAs

Target Effect Function Reference

E. coli Nissle 1917 miR-155, miR-223, miR-150, miR-203, miR-
483-3p, miR-595

Downregulation Anti-inflammation Rodriguez-Nogales et al.
(2018a)

miR-143, miR-375 Upregulation Barrier-enforcing Veltman et al. (2012)

Enteropathogenic E. coli miR-146a, miR-155, miR-21 Upregulation Pro-inflammation Sabharwal et al. (2016)

L. fermentum miR-150, miR-155, miR-223 Downregulation Anti-inflammation barrier-
enforcing

Rodriguez-Nogales et al.
(2017)miR-143 Upregulation

L. salivarius miR-155, miR-223 Downregulation Anti-inflammation barrier-
enforcing

Rodriguez-Nogales et al.
(2017)

F. nucleatum miR-21 Upregulation Pro-inflammation Yang et al. (2017)

miRNA-18a Downregulation

miRNA-4802 Promote CRC cells proliferation

Lactobacillus miR-155, miR-135b Downregulation Anti-inflammation Heydari et al. (2019)

Bifidobacterium Upregulation

miR-26b, miR-18a

has-miR-515-5p F. nucleatum Promoting bacterial
growth

Regulate specific bacterial gene
expression

Liu et al. (2016)

has-miR-1226-5p E. coli Promoting bacterial
growth

Regulate specific bacterial gene
expression

Liu et al. (2016)
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(Gerard et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2021). Furthermore, an

imbalance in miRNA–microbiome function is associated with

the appearance and evolution of neurological disorders, such as

stress and anxiety, Parkinson’s disease (PD), Alzheimer’s disease

(AD), and multiple sclerosis (MS) (Zhao and Lukiw, 2018;

Moloney et al., 2019; Seo and Anderson, 2019).

Using in silico target screening, Hewel et al. identified over

300 commonly dysregulated miRNAs involved in bacterial

pathways connected to AD and PD, including hsa-miR-1183,

hsa-miR-3916, hsa-miR-1538, hsa-miR-3180-5p, hsa-miR-1248,

hsa-miR-4767, hsa-miR-1301-3p, hsa-miR-378c, hsa-miR-671-

5p, and hsa-miR-939-5p (Hewel et al., 2019). Alternatively,

miRNA–microbiome interactions may impact different parts

of the brain related to behavior and cognition. In germ-free

mice, 134 dysregulated miRNAs were detected in the amygdala

and the prefrontal cortex; dysfunction in these brain regions can

lead to fear- and anxiety-like disorders. However, the increased

expression of miR-294-5p in the hippocampus of germ-free mice

normalized upon recolonization (Hoban et al., 2017). This

miRNA targets and regulates the kynurenine metabolic

pathway, demonstrating the crucial role of

miRNA–microbiome interaction in neurological disorders and

presenting an opportunity for the development of potential

treatment (Moloney et al., 2017).

A recent study reported that oral administration of

Lactobacillus could reduce the expression of miR-155 and

increase the expression of miR-25 by reversing the effect of

cuprizone and alleviating demyelinating symptoms in MS

(Digehsara et al., 2021). Together, these studies suggest that

probiotics and miRNAs have the potential to improve the

prevention, treatment, and prognosis of neurological diseases.

4.3.3 Pharmacology of miRNA–microbiome
interplay

Because of the role of miRNA–microbiome interplay in

modulating physiological and pathological conditions,

therapeutic strategies such as dietary change, probiotic

supplementation, fecal transplantation, and miRNA drug

administration are promising (Masterson et al., 2020; Mallet

et al., 2021; Mao et al., 2021; Monaghan et al., 2021). In

pharmacology, probiotics (such as Bifidobacterium and

Lactobacillus) have been widely used to treat diseases such as

cancer, neurological disorders, and IBD (Ahmed et al., 2019;

Hasan and Yang, 2019; Heydari et al., 2019). However, miRNA

drugs have not been developed for clinical use because they are

endogenous, have multiple targets, and show poor biological

stability (Aditya et al., 2017; Schmidt, 2017; Moloney et al., 2017).

The strategies currently used to manipulate miRNAs typically

substitute or upregulate the expression of targeted miRNA or

downregulate the expression of mature miRNAs to inhibit them.

Studies have revealed that in vitro technologies, such as miRNA

mimics, agomirs, precursors containing stem-loops, and viral

vector constructs, could upregulate gene expression (Bianca et al.,

2015; Sarah and Gyorgy, 2020), whereas anti-miRNA

oligonucleotides, antagomirs, and miRNA sponges could

downregulate gene expression (Kesley et al., 2015; Johnston

et al., 2018). Because of the problems that arise when miRNA

drugs are transported from the in vitro environment to target

cells (degradation, off-target effects, and toxicity), researchers

have begun to produce miRNA drugs using in vivo fermentation.

Yu A. M. et al. (2019) produced a variety of RNA vectors that

can be expressed as endogenous molecules. These molecules

continuously accumulate and express in vivo and then form

recombinant RNA molecules in bacteria to regulate the

expression of target genes (Li et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015). This

fermentation technology is a consistent, efficient, and cost-

effective method to produce various biological RNA reagents

(Zhang et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020). In addition, they used

fermentation technology to produce bioengineered RNA agents.

In human tumor LS-180 cells, BERA/mir-27b-3p was processed

into mature mir-27b-3p, which made the tumor cells sensitive to

chemotherapeutic drugs (Li et al., 2019). In addition, Sun et al.

(2017) developed a bacteriophage PP7 virus-like particle (VLP)-

based delivery system without infectious, replicative, or cytotoxic

effects. They found that recombinant PP7 VLPs carrying a cell-

penetrating peptide (CPP) and miRNA were more efficiently

expressed in E. coli than other miRNA delivery methods;

therefore, they could be used as an effective and stable

delivery vector of miRNA. Overall, in vivo fermentation

technology has the potential to be used for genomic diagnosis

and treatment and could be validated for clinical use in the

future.

4.4 Limitations

Although we followed bibliometric principles and

comprehensive analysis strategies, our research has several

limitations. First, our study is restricted to the WoSCC

database, resulting in the loss of any studies not included in

the WoSCC. Future studies utilizing more databases (such as

Scopus and Pubmed) with wider coverage are strongly

encouraged. Second, although the study period of

2011–2021 reflects the major research breakthroughs and

hotspots, some original papers that made groundbreaking

contributions to this field, along with newly published papers,

may have been overlooked. Third, all information was extracted

by the R package bibliometrix and VOSviewer, which may be

biased by the results of other bibliometric tools.

5 Conclusion

This bibliometric study revealed that the number of

publications in the field of miRNA–microbiome research in

the past decade has increased continuously and rapidly. China
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was a major producer of studies, and the USA had a great

influence in this field. The interaction between the

microbiome and miRNA regulates host gene expression and is

implicated in the pathogenesis of many groups of diseases, such

as cancer (colorectal cancer, et al.), IBD (CD and UC), and

neurological disorders (anxiety, PD, AD, et al.), and this

interaction has thus become a research hotspot. The literature

suggests that miR-21, miR-155, miR-146a, E. coli,

Bifidobacterium, F. nucleatum, and butyric acid have the

potential to improve disease diagnosis, treatment, and

prognosis. Our results indicate that future research may

explore miRNA drugs produced by in vivo fermentation, a

technology that can greatly increase the stability and reduce

the degradation of miRNA.
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